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Review

Overall the research is quite comprehensive in its approach. Wonderfully done. The title and abstract are adequately addressed. The results are excellently shown in the tables. The authors should provide the contribution of current study to literature.

However below comments will be beneficial for refinement of the article.

In abstract why Social Psychological written with CAPS ON.
If it's one perspective write social psychological perspective
Keywords: capitalize I of intolerance

Introduction and Theoretical Framework

Very well written, with good recent cited researches.

4th line of theoretical framework; why extra dots.
First three lines of introduction are without any period. Long sentence that is not comprehensible. Rewrite or rephrase.
"With the advancement of ....... societies"
Why long list of authors, follow APA format, et al can be written if more than 3 authors

Methods and Procedure

2nd line, "in so doing" is an informal way of writing.
Consider academic writing style while writing article.
5th line, the word consciousness is mistakenly used.
6th line, the word trained up is not attuned with the sentence context
3rd last line, Brislin (1980) reference was for what purpose?

Directions for future research need to be written. Couldn't find any under the heading
Formatting errors

Article need to be proof read for long sentences, uses of commas, when to use &, and.

Tables 2 must be on the next page.

Must be a gap between table 2 and 3